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ABSTRACT
Quote attribution plays an important role in emerging research
topics such as fact checking, stance detection, and argument mining.
This work explores Chinese quote attribution from newspapers.
Both direct and indirect quotes are addressed by a text-encoder
based sequence labeling model. We create a dataset for empirical
analysis. Experimental results show the effectiveness of our model.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Quote attribution is a natural language processing (NLP) task aimed
at extracting quotes and attributing those quotes to their speak-
ers [4], determining “who said what” [3]. Public figures’ statements
reported in newspapers show important information including their
opinions, stances, plans, and achievements. Various research topics
including fact checking, stance detection, and argument mining
can be explored based on the quotes [2, 8].

However, only few previous studies on the task of quote extrac-
tion and attribution [3–6]. Quote extraction is not a straightforward
task. Even direct quote extraction cannot be completely tackled
with a deterministic pattern matching algorithm because of the
ambiguous usage of quotation marks [6]. Moreover, indirect quote
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extraction is even more challenging, since the lack of explicit marks
identifying the boundary of a quote [5].

This work focuses on Chinese quote attribution. Similar to
English, the Chinese opening quote mark—‘ “ ’ or ‘「’ —and the
closing quote mark—‘ ” ’ or ‘」’—explictly denote the beginning
and the end of a direct quote, respectively. In practical, however, a
quote may be indirect or even partly direct and partly indirect. The
following example shows an instance. The phrase “陳妻” (Chen’s
wife) presents the speaker, the underlined fragment is indirect, and
the fragment enclosed in quote marks is direct. The two fragments
form a complete quote of the speaker. In addition to the quote
itself, quote attribution also identifies the speaker of the quote as
mandatory information.

陳妻否認丈夫的指控，指稱三個兒子從小都是由她

照顧，丈夫很少在家，且在外結交女友，甚至將她

打傷，「丈夫沒有權利要求離婚啊」。
Chen’s wife denied her husband’s allegations, alleg-
ing that her three sons had been taken care of by
her since their childhood. Her husband was rarely at
home, had a girlfriend outside, and even injured her.
“[My] husband has no right to ask for a divorce.”

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study in Chinese
news quote attribution. We analyze the characteristics of Chinese
quotation and establish a dataset by inviting domain experts to
annotate news articles from different newspapers. Then, we propose
a neural network-based model for extracting the direct and the
indirect quotes and identifying their speakers given a news article.
The contributions of this paper are threefold as follows.

(1) We explore an important task that provides essential infor-
mation for a wide range of emerging research topics.

(2) The challenging issues in Chinese quotation are addressed.
(3) A robust model is proposed for Chinese quote attribution.

Experimental results show its effectiveness.

2 DATASET CONSTRUCTION
We collect a total of 2,000 news articles published by five newspa-
pers in Taiwan in November 2018. Four experts in the journalism
domain are invited to label the quotes and their speakers from
the news articles. All the annotators will label common 10 articles
for inter-rater agreement measurement. The agreements of quotes
and speakers are 0.86 and 0.91, respectively. The resulting dataset
contains a total of 4,716 quotes.
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3 METHODOLOGY
We formulate Chinese quote extraction and speaker identification
as a single sequence labeling task at the character level. Specifically,
our model is trained to classify each Chinese character as one of
the following five labels:

• S: The speaker of a quote.
• B: The beginning of a quote.
• E: The end of a quote.
• I: Inside of the quote.
• O: Not a part of a quote/speaker.

Text-encoder based models show effectiveness in many NLP
tasks. Our sequence labeling model is based on the pre-trained Chi-
nese BERT text-encoder [1]. Given a paragraph in a news article,
the text-encoder is employed to generate the context-aware em-
bedding for each Chinese character. In other words, the paragraph
consisting of n Chinese characters will be converted to an n × 768
matrix for representing the semantic information in the paragraph.
Then, additional dense layers are added, and the last layer is the
softmax one that outputs the probabilities of the five labels for each
of the n characters. The Chinese BERT text-encoder is fine-tuned
during the training.

We train the model as conditional random field (CRF) for finding
the optimal label sequence over the entire paragraph [9]. For ini-
tializing the transition probabilities of the CRF model, the default
method is to randomly sample a value from a uniform distribution.
We also try an alternative initialization by computing the prior
transition probabilities from the training instances.

4 EXPERIMENTS
The dataset is split into training and test sets. The vanilla BERT
model is the baseline.Wemeasure the performances with both strict
matching and partial matching evaluation [7]. The metrics include
precision, recall, and F-score. Table 1 shows the results of quote
extraction. Our best model, BERT-CRF with prior transition prob-
abilities initialized, achieves an F-score of 70% in terms of partial
matching. Table 2 shows the results of speaker identification. Our
best model achieves an F-score of 75%. Experimental results show
the improvement made by CRF. Initializing transition probabilities
with prior distribution is also effective.

Table 3 compares the performances of our best model on dif-
ferent newspapers. For quote extraction, the news articles from
United Daily are the easiest, and those from Apple Daily are the
most difficult. This observation matches our experience because the
writing style of United Daily is considered most formal. In contrast,
Apple Daily is widely-considered less formal, making the model
difficult to extract.

5 CONCLUSION
Quote attribution provides essential information for emerging re-
search topics including fact checking, stance detection, and argu-
ment mining. This work is the first one to explore Chinese quote
attribution in newspapers. We create a dataset and propose a robust
model with the latest NLP technologies for extracting direct and
indirect quotes and identifying their speakers.

Table 1: Results of Chinese quote extraction in strict match-
ing and partial matching evaluation, reported in Precision
(P), Recall (R), and F-score (F)

Model Strict Partial

P R F P R F

BERT 0.60 0.50 0.54 0.72 0.61 0.66
BERT-CRF (random) 0.59 0.52 0.55 0.72 0.64 0.68
BERT-CRF (prior) 0.58 0.57 0.58 0.70 0.71 0.70

Table 2: Results of speaker identification

Model Precision Recall F1-score

BERT 0.61 0.82 0.70
BERT-CRF (random) 0.62 0.83 0.71
BERT-CRF (prior) 0.69 0.83 0.75

Table 3: Results of the five newspapers, reported in F-score

Newspaper Strict Partial Speaker

China Times 0.59 0.72 0.76
ETtoday 0.56 0.68 0.69
United Daily 0.64 0.75 0.80
Liberty Times 0.57 0.70 0.74
Apple Daily 0.49 0.67 0.75
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